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Abstract13

Cut-off lows are crucial extratropical circulation systems that can bring14

weather extremes over large areas, but the mechanism responsible for15

the life cycle of cut-off lows remains elusive. From a perspective of16

regional eddy-mean flow interaction, this study investigates the dynami-17

cal processes controlling the evolution of early-summer cut-off lows over18

Northeast Asia using the 6-hourly reanalysis data. Through the diagnos-19

tic of local wave activity (LWA) budget, we show that the cut-off low is20

initialized by a Rossby wave train originated from the subpolar North21

Atlantic, and then reinforced rapidly by zonal LWA flux convergence and22

local baroclinic eddy generation, and eventually decayed through energy23

dispersion by zonal wave activity advection.24

Furthermore, we show that the evolutions of the above dynamical pro-25

cesses are strongly modulated by the changes of background flow. In early26

summer, Northeast Asia is located at the eastern exit of the midlatitude27

jet to the north of the subtropical jet and exhibits a weak meridional gra-28

dient of potential vorticity, which favors frequent formation of cyclonic29

anomaly and energy accumulation. Prior to the onset of cut-off lows by30

several days, a Rossby wave train propagates along the Eurasian mid-31

latitude jet, which initializes a cyclonic anomaly over Northeast Asia.32

1
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2 Dynamical Evolution of Cut-off Lows

With the aid of mean flow advection of anomalous zonal momentum,33

the zonal winds are then decelerated at the midlatitude jet exit and34

accelerated at the subtropical jet center. The former obstructs the wave35

packet proceeding downstream and the latter favors stronger baroclinic36

eddy generation below the subtropical jet. The two processes together37

maintain and strengthen the cyclonic anomaly in Northeast Asia rapidly.38

Keywords: cut-off lows, regional eddy-mean flow interaction,39

finite-amplitude wave activity, Northeast Asia40

1 Introduction41

Cut-off lows are enclosed cyclonic circulations equatorward of the deep troughs42

above cold surface anomalies (Palmen and Newton, 1969), which can often43

bring moderate to heavy rainfall (He et al, 2006; Wang et al, 2007; Hu et al,44

2011) and persistent cool weather (Gao et al, 2014; Xie and Bueh, 2015) over45

large areas. In particular, they are among the most important circulation sys-46

tems that are responsible for some of the most catastrophic flood (Zhao and47

Sun, 2007). Multiple studies have suggested that Northeast Asia is one of the48

most preferred regions for frequent occurrences of cut-off lows in the Northern49

Hemisphere (e.g., Nieto et al, 2005). The Northeast Asian cut-off lows are sta-50

tistically most common in early summer, particularly in May and June (Yang51

et al, 2021).52

Since cut-off lows over Northeast Asia have severe impacts on regional53

extremes, a lot of progress has been made to understand their large-scale cir-54

culation features and external forcings on seasonal and longer time scales. In55

mid-to-high latitudes, strong blocking highs over Ural mountain and Ochotsk56

sea are often observed in the upstream and downstream sides of cut-off lows57

(Hu et al, 2011). Meandering of prevailing westerly jet streams is also closely58

related to cut-off lows. A split-jet structure in the upstream is favorable for59

frequent occurrence of cut-off lows, and persistent cyclonic reversal of the East60

Asian jet can cause a cut-off low in a prolonged period. In subtropics, the61

western Pacific high is stronger when the cut-off low occurs (Xie and Bueh,62

2015). Given these understandings on circulation features, Wang et al (2018)63

further showed that the summertime cut-off lows are also driven by external64

thermal forcing, including the cold anomalies of offshore sea surface temper-65

ature, and cold anomalies of land surface temperature over west Asia in the66

preceding spring. Using an idealized linear baroclinic model, Lin and Bueh67

(2021) refreshes the understanding of the topic by emphasizing the important68

role of the diabatic heating in forcing the summertime East Asian low.69

On the subseasonal time scale, observational studies have shown that the70

summertime cut-off lows over Northeast Asia exhibit strong variability in71

strength. Lin and Bueh (2021) attributed the weaker intensity of the cut-off72

lows in August to the enhanced offset effect of radiative cooling. By analyzing73
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typical cases of cut-off lows, Lian et al (2010) showed that strong cut-off lows74

are often accompanied by persistent Ural blocking highs that are mainly main-75

tained through Rossby wave dispersion and transient eddy forcing. Using daily76

reanalysis data, Liu et al (2012) further showed that the low-frequency varia-77

tion of the cut-off low is associated with a convergence between the Eurasian78

(EU) teleconnection pattern and East Asian-Pacific (EAP) pattern. Xie and79

Bueh (2015) further classified cut-off lows into four typical types based on80

the location of ridges close to the cut-off low and investigated their different81

impacts on cold surface air temperatures. These understandings on the circula-82

tion features of the cut-off low variabilities indicate that low-frequency Rossby83

wave train, upstream blocking high as well as the local diabatic heating may84

play a role in the formation of Northeast Asian cut-off lows. However, the rel-85

ative contribution of these different processes in the evolution of cut-off lows86

remains not clearly quantified (Lian et al, 2016).87

Recent studies by Huang and Nakamura (2015) and Nakamura and Huang88

(2018) introduced a local finite amplitude wave activity (LWA) budget analy-89

sis, which proves to be very efficient in quantifying the local eddy-mean flow90

interaction in the analysis of blocking high evolution. In a recent development91

of the formalism, contributions of upstream wave train, local baroclinic eddy92

generation as well as diabatic heating can be explicitly diagnosed (Wang et al,93

2021). With a focus on the subseasonal time scale, this study will apply this94

newly developed LWA budget analysis to quantify the Rossby wave train, local95

transient eddy forcing, and diabatic heating in the life cycle of early-summer96

cut-off lows over Northeast Asia. We show that an initial Rossby wave train97

from the subpolar North Atlantic helps to form a cyclonic anomaly in North-98

east Asia. Then the cyclonic anomaly is amplified rapidly through both zonal99

LWA flux convergence from the upstream and local baroclinic eddy generation.100

We further argue that these dynamical processes are strongly modulated by101

the background zonal wind, meridional potential vorticity gradient and tem-102

perature gradient. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe103

the data and diagnostic methods. The dynamical evolution of cut-off lows is104

diagnosed through LWA budget in section 3. Modulation of background flow105

on the dynamical processes are discussed in section 4. Section 5 summarizes106

our results.107

2 Data and Methods108

2.1 Reanalysis data109

We use zonal wind, meridional wind, air temperature and geopotential height110

from the fifth generation of atmospheric reanalysis in European Centre for111

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ERA5 reanalysis) (Hersbach et al, 2020).112

The data analyzed are 6-hourly on the 1� ⇥ 1� longitude-latitude grids for the113

period of 1979-2020. The diabatic heating output at the same resolution from114

the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) dataset during 1979-2010 is115
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also employed to test the robustness of our results (Saha et al, 2014). Only the116

early-summer (May and June) fields are analyzed in this paper.117

2.2 Cut-off low detection via Local Wave Activity118

Commonly, blocking highs and cut-off lows are measured empirically by the119

wave amplitude (Screen and Simmonds, 2013), sinuosity (Cattiaux et al, 2016),120

or meridional reversal (Tibaldi and Molteni, 1990) of mid-tropospheric geopo-121

tential height, but the weather events detected by each method may vary122

considerably, as different methods highlight different features of blocking/cut-123

off events. In this study, the cut-off low is objectively diagnosed by a local wave124

activity (LWA) based on the geopotential height at 500 hPa (LWAZ500) as in125

Chen et al (2015), which has been widely used in multiple analyses of blocking126

and wave events (Martineau et al, 2017; Ghinassi et al, 2018; Chen et al, 2022).127

The LWAZ500 dynamically measures the waviness of the mid-tropospheric128

geopotential height contour and yields a daily two-dimensional (longitude-129

latitude) map. Specifically, the LWA of geopotential height at longitude λ and130

latitude φe is defined as:131

LWAZ500
(λ,φe) =

a

cosφ

Z

ze�0, φ�φe

ze(λ,φ)cosφdφ

| {z }

anticyclonic

�

a

cosφ

Z

ze0, φφe

ze(λ,φ)cosφdφ

| {z }

cyclonic

. (1)

132

Here φe is the equivalent latitude of the geopotential height contour at 500133

hPa. ze(λ,φ) = z(λ,φ)� Z500(φe) is an eddy term describing the deviation of134

the geopotential height contour from the eddy-free, zonally symmetric basic135

state. More details on the LWAZ500can be referred to Chen et al (2015).136

To analyze the time evolution of cut-off lows, we define a daily cut-off low137

index as the normalized time series of domain-averaged cyclonic component of138

LWAZ500
over Northeast Asia (35�N -55�N , 115�E-145�E). The key region is139

consistent with multiple previous studies on cold vortex over Northeast Asia140

(Hu et al, 2010, 2011; Xie and Bueh, 2015). The linear long-term trend of141

the index is removed here to eliminate its impact on subseasonal variability142

of cut-off lows. By construction, positive values of the index correspond to143

stronger-than-normal cut-off lows in Northeast Asia. The circulation and eddy144

characteristics associated with cut-off lows are investigated through lagged145

composites of these fields for the positive phase of cut-off low index (larger146

than its time mean by one standard deviation). Fig. 1 shows the composite147

maps of Z500 and LWAZ500 anomalies at the peak dates of strong cut-off lows.148

The total Z500 (black contours) shows a strong trough in Northeast Asia, with149

an enclosed contour in the trough center (Fig. 1a), demonstrating that the cut-150

off low index based on LWAZ500
can well capture the typical characteristics151

of cut-off lows. The Z500 anomalies (shading) exhibit strong negative values in152

the trough center and relatively weak positive values to the northwest of the153

trough. The LWAZ500 in Fig. 1b shows strong positive anomalies over North-154

east Asia, suggesting that the cut-off low is often accompanied with a strong155

wave activity anomaly. The lower panel of Fig. 1 shows the composite maps of156
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Fig. 1 Composite maps of the (a) total Z500 (black contours with interval of 50 m ) and
Z500 anomaly (shading, unit: m), (b) LWAZ500 anomaly (108m2), (c) q250 anomaly (day�1)
and (d) LWAq250 anomaly (ms�1) for strong cut-off lows at lag 0 day over Northeast Asia
in early summer. The black box in (b) denotes the key region of the Northeast Asian cut-off
lows (115�E-145�E, 35�N -55�N). Values that are significant at the 95% confidence level
are highlighted with black dots.

q250 and LWAq250 anomalies at peak days. Both composite maps of q250 and157

LWAq250 display strong positive anomalies in the cut-off low region, which is158

consistent with the strong positive anomalies of LWAZ500 shown in Fig.1b.159

The q250 and LWAq250 also display negative anomalies in the southeastern160

area, which is due to the vertical structure of midlatitude waves. Since many161

previous studies on blockings and cut-off lows are based on the waviness or162

meridional reversal of Z500, we choose to use the LWAZ500 to define the cut-off163

low index to be consistent with those works. Note that the results in this study164

are not sensitive to the choice of domain and index definition method (Fig. S1),165

although the intensity of Z500 anomalies is stronger because we select those166

cut-off lows stronger than one standard deviation of the LWAZ500 index.167

2.3 Local Wave Activity budget168

To analyze the dynamical processes responsible for the evolution of cut-off lows,169

we have also employed the LWA budget developed by Huang and Nakamura170

(2015) and Wang et al (2021) based on the potential vorticity at 250 hPa171

(LWAq250). The 250-hPa LWA is used here because primary contributions to172

the column LWA come from the upper troposphere (Huang and Nakamura,173

2015, 2017) and the horizontal wave propagation is strongest in the upper174

troposphere.175
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The quasi-geostrophic PV is computed as q = f + ζ + f ∂
∂p

h

θ�θ0
∂θ0/∂p

i

, where176

f and ζ denote the planetary vorticity and relative vorticity repectively. θ0177

is the hemispherical average of potential temperature θ at a pressure level.178

Specifically, for the PV contour, the LWAq250 is defined as179

LWAq250
(λ,φe) =

a

cosφ
[

Z

qe�0, φ�φe

qe(λ,φ)cosφdφ �

Z

qe0, φφe

qe(λ,φ)cosφdφ], (2)

where φe is the equivalent latitude of q250. qe(λ,φ) = q(λ,φ) � q250(φe),180

denoting the departure from Lagrangian-mean eddy-free reference state of PV.181

The LWA budget at a single level is formulated as follows:182

∂

∂t
Acosφ = �

1

a

∂

∂λ

"

uREFA �

a

cosφ

Z
∆φ

0

ueqecos(φ + φ
0
)dφ +

1

2

 

v
2

e � u
2

e �

R

H

e�κz/Hθ2

e

∂θ̃/∂z

!#

| {z }

Zonal LWA flux convergence

+
1

acosφ

∂

∂φ0
(uevecos

2
(φ + φ

0
))

| {z }

Meridional eddy momentum flux divergence

�e
z/H

cosφ
∂

∂z

 

fe�z/Hveθe

∂θ̃/∂z

!

| {z }

Meridional eddy heat flux difference

�a

Z
∆

0

φfe
z/H ∂

∂z

 

e
�z/H Qe/cpe

κz/H

∂θ̃/∂z

!

cos(φ + φ
0
)dφ

0

| {z }

Diabatic heating

+Res
| {z }

Residual

,

(3)

183

where A represents the local wave activity for simplicity. The physical184

meaning of each term on the right-hand side of the equation is elaborated as185

follows.186

• The zonal LWA flux convergence is the sum of the zonal advection of LWA by187

background reference flow uREF , eddy LWA flux convergence due to zonal188

Stokes drift and the zonal eddy momentum flux convergence. The sum of189

LWA advection by uREF and zonal eddy momentum flux convergence are190

approximately proportional to the group propagation of the Rossby waves191

in the reference state, and the zonal Stokes drift term represents nonlinear192

modification of the flux by large-amplitude waves. For the perturbation with193

small amplitude, the advection of LWA by reference state is dominant. For194

the perturbation with finite amplitude, the eddy LWA flux by zonal Stokes195

drift prevails over the other two terms, leading up to the “traffic jam effect”196

for blocking in Nakamura and Huang (2018). Basically, the zonal LWA flux197

convergence manifests the contribution from the horizontal wave train and198

horizontal advection of wave activity.199

• The meridional eddy momentum flux divergence manifests the contribution200

due to the meridional redistribution of momentum by waves.201

• The meridional eddy heat flux difference represents the baroclinic eddy202

generation from lower levels and the vertical propagation of the eddy activ-203

ity. It is often associated with local transient eddy feedback resultant from204

baroclinic eddy generation.205

• The last two terms denote the contribution from diabatic heating and resid-206

ual term including wave dissipation due to irreversible PV mixing from wave207

breaking, ageostrophic components and possible errors of budget.208
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In summary, Eq. (3) provides a feasible diagnostic framework to quantify209

the role of Rossby wave train, wave activity advection, local baroclinic eddy210

generation and diabatic heating in determining the dynamical evolution of cut-211

off lows. The detailed derivation of each budget term and physical meaning212

can be referred to Huang and Nakamura (2017) and Wang et al (2021).213

2.4 Diagnostics of horizontal wave propagation214

To investigate the wave propagation associated with the cut-off low evolution,215

we also diagnose the horizontal component of the wave activity flux derived216

by Takaya and Nakamura (2001, hereafter TN01):217

W =
pcosφ

2|U |

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

U
a2cos2φ



⇣

∂Ψ0

∂λ

⌘2
−Ψ

0 ∂2
Ψ

0

∂λ2

�

+ V
a2cosφ

h

∂Ψ0

∂λ
∂Ψ0

∂φ −Ψ
0 ∂2

Ψ
0

∂λ∂φ

i

U
a2cos2φ

h

∂Ψ0

∂λ
∂Ψ0

∂φ −Ψ
0 ∂2

Ψ
0

∂λ∂φ

i

+ V
a2



⇣

∂Ψ0

∂φ

⌘2
−Ψ

0 ∂2
Ψ

0

∂φ2

�

9

>

>

=

>

>

;

, (4)

where Ψ0 denotes the transient geostrophic stream function which is calculated218

as the deviation of the stream function from the daily climatology, U and V are219

the climatological background flow. The wave activity flux can quantify the220

propagation of transient eddies in accordance with the background flow, with221

its direction parallel to the local group velocity of Rossby waves. Alternatively,222

we can identify the variations of source/sink of wave packet and the wave223

energy propagation relative to/in accordance with the mean flow associated224

with the cut-off lows.225

2.5 Zonal momentum budget226

To quantify contributions of different dynamical processes to the change of227

zonal wind associated with cut-off lows, we employ the zonal momentum228

budget (Eq. (2.24) in Holton (2004)):229

∂u

∂t
= fva � (V ·r)u, (5)

where ∂u
∂t denotes the zonal wind tendency, va is the ageostrophic compo-230

nent of the meridional wind, and V is the wind vector. The physical meaning231

of each term on the right side is elaborated as follows: the ageostrophic accel-232

eration associated with meridional overturning circulation and advection by233

the horizontal flow. In our study, the composite mean of each term in Eq. (5)234

over the cut-off low period is investigated to reveal roles of distinct processes235

in determining the evolution of zonal wind accompanied with cut-off lows. The236

total advection term in Eq. (5) can be further decomposed to three components237

�(V ·r)u = �(V ·r)u0 � (V 0
·r)u� (V 0

·r)u0, where overbar denotes the238

daily climatology and prime denotes the anomalous field relative to the daily239

climatology. Therefore, the total advection term can be attributed to advec-240

tion of anomalous momentum by mean flow, advection of mean momentum by241

anomalous flow and advection of anomalous momentum by anomalous flow.242
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2.6 Thermal budget243

To help understand the local temperature evolution associated with the244

cut-off low, we also apply the thermal budget analysis. Specifically, the rate245

of temperature change at a given point in the atmosphere is governed by the246

thermodynamic equation, which we present below:247

∂T

∂t
= �V ·rT + ω(κ

T

p
�

∂T

∂p
) +

Q

cp
, (6)

where T is the temperature, V is the horizontal wind vector, ω is the248

vertical velocity in pressure coordinates, cp is the specific heat capacity of air249

at constant pressure, Rd is the gas constant for dry air, κ = Rd/cp, and Q is the250

diabatic heating. By Eq. (6), the local change of temperature is the sum of the251

horizontal advection of temperature, changes in temperature due to adiabatic252

expansion or compression due to vertical motion, and diabatic processes.253

3 Dynamical evolution of cut-off lows254

Figure 2 examines the evolution of anomalous 250-hPa circulation and wave255

propagation properties associated with the cut-off low evolution. The left col-256

umn of Fig. 2 shows the lagged composites of anomalous Z250 and TN01 wave257

activity flux against the cut-off low index. Preceding the onset of cut-off lows258

by 3 to 6 days (Fig. 2a), the Z250 displays alternating positive and negative259

anomalies from high-latitude North Atlantic to Northeast Asia. It is character-260

ized with a cyclonic anomaly in the subpolar North Atlantic, an anticyclonic261

anomaly in the Ural region and a cyclonic anomaly in the Northeast Asia. The262

anomalous wave activity flux shows a Rossby wave packet originating from the263

subpolar North Atlantic and propagating downstream toward the Northeast264

Asia with a curved path, suggesting an important role of Rossby wave train265

in the initial formation of a cyclonic low.266

Then at lags -2 to -1 days, the Z250 exhibits much stronger negative anoma-267

lies in the trough center and positive anomalies to the northwest of the trough268

(Fig. 2b), suggesting a rapid growth of the preexisting cyclonic low. The269

anomalous wave activity flux displays a weaker horizontal wave propagation in270

the Eurasian continent, suggesting the incoming Rossby wave packet from the271

remote North Atlantic diminishes at this stage. Instead, significant eastward272

wave packets are found around the trough center.273

Following the onset of cut-off lows by 0 to 4 days (Fig. 2c), the strong neg-274

ative Z250 anomalies in the trough center are weakened gradually and move275

downstream. Stronger wave train emanates from the cut-off low region to the276

North Pacific, which may disperse the eddy energy within the cut-off low277

region. The role of planetary wave activity flux in the cut-off low life cycle is278

similar to the blocking evolution in Nakamura (1994) that the local absorp-279

tion of the wave activity and its reemission, in association with temporary280
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Fig. 2 (left) Lagged composites of the anomalous Z250 (shading in m) and corresponding
wave activity flux of TN01 (arrows, unit: m2s�1) for strong cut-off lows over Northeast Asia
in early summer. Here only the significant fluxes at the 70% confidence level are plotted.
(right) as in (left) but for the LWAq250 anomaly (shading in ms�1). Values that are signif-
icant at the 95% confidence level using a two-tailed t test are highlighted with black dots.

“obstruction of Rossby wave propagation”, contribute to the formation and281

the following decay of the blocking.282

The right column of Fig. 2 further displays the evolution of LWAq250 for283

comparison. At lags -6 to -3 days, as shown in Fig. 2d, the LWA shows positive284

anomalies in the Ural region and negative anomalies in the subpolar North285

Atlantic and Northeast Asia, consistent with the geopotential height anomalies286

shown in Fig. 2a. At lags -2 to -1 days, the local wave activity shows strong287

positive anomalies over a broader area from the Ural to the Northeast Asia288

(60�E-130�E, 40�N-60�N), suggesting strong local wave activity anomalies in289

both the cut-off low region and its upstream (Fig. 2e). At lags 0 to 4 days, the290
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 (a)                               LWAq250                                               (b)                                  dA/dt                                                                                                   

 (c)                 zonal LWA flux conv.                                     (d)              eddy momentum flux div.                                                                                 

 (e)              eddy heat flux diff.                                           (f )                         diabatic heating                                                                                               

 (g)                               residual  

Fig. 3 Time-latitude Hovmöller plot of the 115�E-145�E zonally averaged LWAq250

anomaly and its budget (Eq. (3)) for positive phase of cut-off low index. (a) LWAq250cosφ

(unit: ms�1), (b) wave activity net tendency, (c) zonal LWA flux convergence, (d) merid-
ional eddy momentum flux divergence, (e) meridional eddy heat flux difference, (f) diabatic
heating and (g) residual. The unit of (b)-(g) is ms�1day�1.

positive anomalies of LWA move downstream toward the North Pacific (Fig.291

2f).292

To explicitly understand the evolution of local wave activity, we diagnose293

the time sequence of the LWA budget at 250 hPa associated with cut-off294

lows. Figure 3 displays composites of the 115�E-145�E zonally averaged LWA295

anomaly and its budget as a function of time from lags -6 to +6 days. The296

LWA shows significant positive anomalies between 40�N and 60�N from lags297

-3 to +5 days and exhibits slightly southward movement (Fig. 3a). The LWA298
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 (a)                               dA/dt                                                   (b)                     zonal LWA flux conv.                                                                                               

 (c)             eddy momentum flux div.                              (d)                     eddy heat flux diff.                                                                                                

 (e)                     diabatic heating                                         (f )                                 residual                                                                                                                       

Fig. 4 Lagged composites of wave activity budget terms at lags -6 to -3 days. (a) wave
activity net tendency, (b) zonal LWA flux convergence, (c) meridional eddy momentum flux
divergence, (d) meridional eddy heat flux difference, (e) diabatic heating and (f) residual.
The unit of (a)-(f) is ms�1day�1. Values that are significant at the 95% confidence level
using a two-tailed t test are highlighted with black dots.

anomaly is already positive before the onset of cut-off lows, suggesting that299

there is already a cyclone in the cut-off low region before the onset. To explain300

the positive LWA anomaly, we diagnose the evolution of each component of301

LWA budget in Eq. (3). As shown in Fig. 3b, the LWA shows positive tendency302

at short negative lags and negative tendency at positive lags. Decomposition303

of LWA tendency shows that the positive LWA tendency at negative lags is304

mostly contributed by the zonal LWA flux convergence (Fig. 3c) and the eddy305

heat flux differential (Fig. 3e), suggesting the importance of zonal advection306

of LWA and local baroclinic eddy generation in the formation of cut-off lows.307

The decay of LWA at positive lags is dominantly due to the changes of zonal308

LWA flux convergence.309

Based on the above diagnosis, we divide the life cycle of Northeast Asian310

cut-off lows into three stages: initial formation (lags -6 to -3 days), rapid ampli-311

fication (lags -2 to -1 days) and decay stages (lags 0 to 4 days). We next312

diagnose the LWA budget at each stage to further understand the mecha-313

nism responsible for the cut-off low evolution. Figures 4-6 display the lagged314

composites of each budget term (Eq. (3)) during these three stages. At lags315

-6 to -3 days (Fig. 4), the LWA tendency shows minor changes. There is a316
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 (a)                               dA/dt                                                   (b)                     zonal LWA flux conv.                                                                                               

 (c)             eddy momentum flux div.                              (d)                     eddy heat flux diff.                                                                                                

 (e)                     diabatic heating                                         (f )                                 residual                                                                                                                       

Fig. 5 As in Fig. 4 but for averaged composites at lags -2 to -1 days.

counteract effect between the zonal LWA flux convergence anomalies (Fig. 4b)317

and the eddy heat flux differential anomalies (Fig. 4d) along the high-latitude318

wave train path shown in Fig. 2a, indicating a baroclinic signature of the319

Rossby wave train. This wave train helps feed the large zonal LWA flux in the320

amplification stage that will be discussed shortly.321

At lags -2 to -1 days (Fig. 5), the LWA tendency shows significantly pos-322

itive anomalies in the cut-off low region, suggesting rapid enhancement of323

wave activity there. Decomposition of LWA tendency shows that such posi-324

tive anomalies mostly result from the large zonal LWA flux convergence (Fig.325

5b) and the eddy heat flux differential (Fig. 5d), with the former mainly326

contributing to the east of 120�E and the latter contributing to the west of327

120�E. Further decomposition of zonal LWA flux convergence shows that the328

LWA advection by reference flow plays a dominant role at this stage, and the329

zonal Stokes shift term acts to modulate the zonal LWA flux capacity and330

help amplify the cyclonic low (Figs. S2 and S3), which is consistent with the331

results of Nakamura and Huang (2018). This suggests that both the zonal332

advection of LWA flux from upstream and local eddy generation play impor-333

tant roles in amplifying the positive LWA anomalies in the cut-off low region.334

Therefore, both barotropic and baroclinic processes are indispensable for the335

cut-off low development. We also note that the meridional eddy momentum336

flux divergence and residual term may play a secondary role to the positive337

LWA anomalies west of 120�E.338
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 (a)                               dA/dt                                                   (b)                     zonal LWA flux conv.                                                                                               

 (c)             eddy momentum flux div.                              (d)                     eddy heat flux diff.                                                                                                

 (e)                     diabatic heating                                         (f )                                 residual                                                                                                                       

Fig. 6 As in Fig. 4 but for averaged composites at lags 0 to 4 days.

At lags 0 to 4 days (Fig. 6), the local tendency of LWA shows negative339

anomalies in the cut-off low region, suggesting a decay of the cut-off low.340

Through the LWA budget diagnosis, we find that the decay of LWA is mainly341

attributed to the zonally LWA flux convergence (Fig. 6b), although the decay342

rate is slightly slowed down by the local baroclinic eddy generation (Fig. 6d)343

and meridional eddy momentum flux divergence (Fig. 6c).344

4 Modulation of background flow on the wave345

propagation and eddy generation346

4.1 Climatology of background flow347

To further understand the behaviors of wave propagation, energy accumulation348

and dispersion in different stages of cut-off low evolution, we next examine the349

background circulation associated with cut-off lows because those wave prop-350

erties are often organized by the background flow (Hoskins and Karoly, 1981;351

Seager et al, 2003; Barnes and Hartmann, 2011). Figure 7 reviews key aspects352

of the climatological mean circulation fields over the Northeast Asia during the353

early-summer months of May and June. As Rossby wave propagation requires354

wave phase speed less than background zonal wind, and westerly jet could act355

as a wave guide (Seager et al, 2003; Nakamura and Huang, 2018), we first356

examine the zonal wind climatology in Fig. 7a. The climatological zonal wind357
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 (a)                        climatology of U250 &  LWAq250                                                                                                                                                                                              

  (b)                            climatology of dq/dy at 250 hPa                                                                                                                                                                   

(c)                      climatology of -dT/dy at 850 hPa  

Fig. 7 Climatology of (a) zonal wind at 250 hPa (shading, ms�1) and LWAq250 (blue
contour, starting from 100 ms�1 with a contour invertal of 10 ms�1), (b) meridional PV
gradient (dq/dy) at 250 hPa (day�1), and (c) meridional temperature gradient (-dT/dy)
at 850 hPa (K(1000km)�1). The black boxes denote the key region of cut-off lows (115�E-
145�E, 35�N -55�N).

at 250 hPa (shading) displays a clear split-jet structure over Eurasian conti-358

nent, with a midlatitude jet centered at 60�N extending from North Europe359

to Northeast Asia and a subtropical jet extending from North Africa to North360

Pacific. The Northeast Asia is exactly at the midlatitude jet exit to the north361

of the subtropical jet (black box in Fig. 7a), which is favorable for the forma-362

tion of a cyclonic wind anomaly. The zonal wind diffluence at the midlatitude363

jet exit also helps keep the zonal LWA flux capacity small and thus is easier364

for the zonal LWA flux to reach its maximum (Nakamura and Huang, 2018).365

Indeed, the climatological large LWA (blue contour) is found exactly at the exit366

region of the midlatitude jet (blue contour in Fig. 7a). The spatial configura-367

tions of climatological midlatitude jet and subtropical jet may also help explain368

that the Northeast Asian cut-off lows are more common in early summer than369

in mid summer (June and August). During mid summer, the midlatitude jet370

in the western Eurasian almost disappears, and the subtropical jet over East371

Asia is weaker and moves westward, which is not in favor of frequent formation372

of cyclonic anomalies and cut-off lows in Northeast Asia (Fig. S4). It is also373

important to note that, the summer monsoon begins to affect the Northeast374

Asia during mid summer, and thus may play a role in affecting cut-off lows375

during mid summer.376

As suggested by Luo et al (2018, 2019), the wave propagation and energy377

dispersion are strongly dependent on the background meridional gradient of378

potential vorticity. As shown in Fig. 7b, the climatological PV gradient dis-379

play two clear zonally-oriented branches, with one located in the high latitude380
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               U at 250 hPa                                                                                              dq/dy at 250 hPa                                                                                             -dT/dy at 850 hPa

   Lags

-6 to -3   

   Lags

-2 to -1   

   Lags

  0 to 4

 (c)                                                                                                                                          (f )                                                                                                                               (i)

 (b)                                                                                                                                          (e)                                                                                                                              (h)

 (a)                                                                                                                                          (d)                                                                                                                               (g)

Fig. 8 Lagged composite maps of (left) the 250-hPa zonal wind (contour with interval of
5 ms�1 starting from 5 ms�1) and zonal wind anomaly (shading, ms�1), wave activity
flux anomaly of TN01 (arrows), (middle) the 250-hPa meridional PV gradient (contour
with interval of 4 day�1(1000km)�1 starting from 8 day�1(1000km)�1) and its anomaly
(shading, day�1(1000km)�1), and (right) the meridional temperature gradient (-dT/dy)
anomaly at 850 hPa (K(1000km)�1). Values that are significant at the 95% confidence level
are highlighted with black dots.

around 60�N and the other located in subtropics extending from North Africa381

to North Pacific. The Northeast Asia is located between the two branches,382

exhibiting a PV gradient minimum, and thus is not in favor for horizontal383

wave propagation toward downstream. Based on the linear baroclinic insta-384

bility theory, the baroclinic eddy generation relies on the lower-tropospheric385

baroclinicity. Figure 7c shows the climatology of 850-hPa meridional tempera-386

ture gradient (-dT/dy). The Northeast Asia is in a weak temperature-gradient387

spot between the two branches of large temperature gradient in the high lati-388

tude and subtropics, and thus the local eddy growth is relatively weak. When389

the wave packets in the Eurasian continent pass through Northeast Asia,390

the locally weak PV gradient and weak low-level baroclinicity there will pro-391

hibit the wave packets proceeding downstream and thus assist in local energy392

accumulation. To conclude, the climatological geostrophic distribution of the393

jets, PV gradient and baroclinicity are in favor of the formation of cyclonic394

circulation and local energy accumulation in Northeast Asia.395

4.2 Evolution of background flow associated with cut-off396

lows397

The time evolution of background circulation anomalies associated with cut-398

off lows is then explicitly examined in Fig. 8. The left column of Fig. 8 displays399

the lagged composites of zonal wind and the TN01 wave activity flux anoma-400

lies. At lags -6 to -3 days (Fig. 8a), the zonal wind displays a split-jet structure401

in the Eurasian continent, with a midlatitude jet located northward of 60�N in402
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western Eurasia and a subtropical jet located southward of 40�N from North403

Africa to North Pacific (similar to the climatological jet structure in Fig. 7a).404

The Rossby waves propagate eastward along the midlatitude jet over western405

Eurasia and then along the subtropical jet over East Asia (arrows). At lags406

-2 to -1 days (Fig. 8b), the zonal winds are decelerated at the exit of midlat-407

itude jet (50�N -60�N , 110�E-130�E) and accelerated in the subtropical jet408

core. Accompanied by the decrease of the zonal wind speed at the midlatitude409

jet exit, the midlatitude jet becomes more slow-moving and approximately410

stationary, which prevents the upstream wave packet proceeding downstream411

and thus favor more local energy accumulation in the Northeast Asia. Mean-412

while, a newly developed Rossby wave packet propagates from the northern413

edge of the subtropical jet (40�N -50�N , 120�E) to the western North Pacific414

(arrows). Such horizontal wave propagation further decelerates the zonal wind415

on the northward flank of subtropical jet but accelerates the zonal wind at the416

subtropical jet core, favoring further development of the preexisting cyclonic417

anomaly in the Northeast Asia and thus can be considered as a positive feed-418

back to the mean flow. At lags 0 to 4 days, as shown Fig. 8c, the area of419

decelerated zonal wind to the north of the subtropical jet expands eastward,420

and thus the associated Rossby wave propagation also expands more eastward421

and diverts in the eastern Pacific.422

The middle column of Fig. 8 displays the lagged composites of total field423

and anomalies of 250-hPa PV gradient. The total PV gradient contours show424

two zonal branches in all stages as that of climatology. The most significant425

changes of PV gradient anomalies are found from lags -2 to +4 days when a426

clear north-south dipole centering at 50�N appears (Figs. 8e-f). The northern427

lobe shows a strong reduction of PV gradient, inhibiting waves propagating428

eastward and favoring energy accumulation. The southern lobe exhibits strong429

increase of the PV gradient, which coincides with the climatological PV gra-430

dient center in subtropics, and thus favoring more wave propagating toward431

the North Pacific.432

The lagged composites of meridional temperature gradient at 850 hPa are433

shown in the right column of Fig. 8. Significant changes of lower-tropospheric434

baroclinicity emerge from lags -2 to -1 days (Fig. 8h), manifesting as an435

increased baroclinicity in the south and a decreased baroclinicity in the north,436

which is consistent with the dipolar spatial pattern of the zonal wind and PV437

gradient changes. Positive anomalies of temperature gradient in the southern438

lobe is favorable for more eddy generation, and thus helps explain the positive439

eddy heat flux differential anomalies there in Fig. 5d. These results demon-440

strate that in addition to the zonal advection and propagation of wave activity441

from the upstream side, the local baroclinic eddy generation due to changes442

in background temperature gradient also plays a role in the amplification of443

cut-off lows.444

Based on the above diagnostic analyses, we propose a dynamical mecha-445

nism for the formation of Northeast Asian cut-off lows. A Rossby wave packet446

originating from the subpolar North Atlantic propagates along the Eurasian447
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 (a)                                                 ageostrophic                                                              

 (b)                                                 advection                                                                    

 (c)                                   ageostrophic + advection                                                   

Fig. 9 2-day averaged composites of the zonal momentum budget (Eq. (5) at 250 hPa, with
unit of ms�1day�1) at lags -2 to -1 days. Shown maps are (a) ageostrophic acceleration, (b)
horizontal advection, and (c) summation of ageostrophic acceleration and advection. Values
that are significant at the 95% confidence level are highlighted with black dots.

midlatitude jet, which initializes the formation of a cyclonic anomaly over the448

Northeast Asia. Then the zonal winds are decelerated at the exit of midlati-449

tude jet and accelerated in the East Asian subtropical jet core. Such changes450

of background flow favor more energy accumulation through the zonal advec-451

tive flux of wave activity from the upstream side and more baroclinic eddy452

generation below the subtropical jet. These two processes work together to let453

the preexisting cyclonic anomaly growing rapidly over the Northeast Asia.454

4.3 Possible reason for background flow changes455

Since the changes of background zonal wind can modulate the wave propaga-456

tion and eddy generation which are important for the cut-off low amplification,457

we next explore the causes for the wind anomalies. Similar to the method in458

Chan et al (2020), we quantify the relative contributions of different dynamical459

processes (i.e., ageostrophic acceleration and zonal flow advection) by diag-460

nosing the zonal momentum budget in Eq. (5). Figure 9 shows the composites461

of each component in the zonal momentum budget at lags -2 to -1 days. The462

first-order balance is between the ageostrophic acceleration (Fig. 9a) and the463

zonal flow advection (Fig. 9b). Comparison between Fig. 9 and Fig. 8b shows464

that the advection term makes the dominant contribution to the zonal wind465

anomaly during the amplification stage of the cut-off lows.466
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 (a)                 mean flow advection of anomalous momentum        

 (b)            anomalous flow advection of mean momentum          

   (c)         anomalous flow advection of anomalous momentum

Fig. 10 As in Fig. 9 but for the momentum advection budget. Shown maps are the com-
posites of (a) mean flow advection of anomalous momentum, (b) anomalous flow advection
of mean momentum and (c) anomalous flow advection of anomalous momentum.

The importance of the advection term is further understood by decompos-467

ing it into three components: mean flow advection of anomalous momentum,468

anomalous flow advection of mean momentum and anomalous flow advection469

of anomalous momentum. Figure 10 shows the composites of these compo-470

nents at lags -2 to -1 days. Comparison between Fig. 10 and Fig. 9b illustrates471

that the advection is mainly attributed to the anomalous zonal momentum472

advected by the mean flow. And the mean zonal flow advection dominates473

over the mean meridional flow advection (results not shown). To conclude,474

the background zonal wind changes is predominantly driven by the mean flow475

advection of anomalous zonal momentum.476

We next explore the reason for the changes of background temperature477

gradient, as it also plays a role in amplifying cut-off lows through baroclinic478

eddy generation (Fig. 8h). Figure 11 shows the 2-day averaged composite maps479

of the anomalous 850-hPa temperature budget (Eq. (6)) before the peak days of480

the cut-off low index. Comparison between Fig. 11a and Figs. 11b-d illustrates481

that changes of lower-tropospheric temperature are mainly contributed by the482

horizontal temperature advection (Fig. 11b). The adiabatic term helps to bring483

cold anomaly to the coastal East Asia (Fig. 11c). The diabatic heating plays484

a damping role (Figs. 11d and e). Similar to the zonal wind change, the total485

horizontal advection of temperature is mainly determined by the mean flow486

advection on anomalous temperature (figures not shown). Therefore, through487

the above analyses, we conclude that both the background zonal wind and488
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(a)                 temperature tendency                                (b)                horizontal advection                   

(c)                          adiabatic term                                         (d)                           residual term                   

(e)             diabatic heating (CFSR)           

Fig. 11 2-day averaged composite maps of the temperature budget anomaly before the peak
of cut-off low index. (a) temperature tendency, (b) horizontal advection of temperature, (c)
adiabatic term due to vertical motion, (d) residual term of the thermodynamical equation
and (e) diabatic heating output from CFSR dataset. The unit of (a)-(e) is Kday�1. Values
that are significant at the 95% confidence level are highlighted with black dots.

temperature are evolved mainly through the horizontal advection of anomalous489

fields by mean flow.490

5 Conclusions and Discussions491

In Northeast Asia, strong precipitation and persistent cool weather are strongly492

affected by cut-off lows during early summer. Despite the severe weather493

impact of cut-off lows, the mechanism responsible for their life cycles has less494

been explored. This study proposes a dynamical mechanism for the early-495

summer cut-off low evolution through the local finite-amplitude wave activity496

budget analysis. As summarized in Fig. 12, a Rossby wave train from the sub-497

polar North Atlantic initializes a cyclonic anomaly in Northeast Asia. Then498

the zonal LWA flux convergence and local baroclinic eddy generation act to499

amplify the cyclonic anomaly rapidly, forming a cut-off low. The cut-off low500
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(b)               stage II: rapid amplification                     

  (c)                                stage III: decay

(a)                  stage I:  initial formation                                  

Fig. 12 A schematic diagram illustrating the dynamical mechanism for the evolution of
early-summer cut-off lows over Northeast Asia. (a) stage I: initial formation of cyclonic
anomaly triggered by Rossby wave propagation along the Eurasian midlatitude jet. (b) stage
II: the background zonal winds are decelerated at the midlatitude jet exit and accelerated at
the subtropical jet center, which favors more zonal LWA flux advection from the upstream
and more eddy generations below the subtropical jet. The two processes work together to
reinforce the preexisting cyclonic anomaly rapidly. (c) stage III: horizontal propagation and
advection of wave activity from the cut-off low region to the North Pacific disperse the
energy and decay the cut-off lows. The thick green lines denote the midlatitude jet and
the subtropical jet. The dashed contours denote the Z250 anomalies and the gray squiggles
denote anomalous horizontal wave propagation. The bold orange arrow indicates the zonal
LWA flux and the vertical arrows denote the vertical eddy propagation.

is eventually decayed through the energy disperse by the zonal LWA flux501

convergence.502

Furthermore, we argue that changes of background flow play an important503

role in modulating such wave propagation and eddy generation. Preceding the504

cut-off low onset by 3 to 6 days, the wave train propagates along the mid-505

latitude jet in western Eurasia and subtropical jet in East Asia. Then the506

zonal wind is decelerated at the exit of midlatitude jet and accelerated in the507
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subtropical jet core. Such changes of zonal wind prevent the incoming midlati-508

tude wave packet proceeding downstream but favor more local eddy generation509

below the subtropical jet, and thus act to reinforce the preexisting cyclonic510

anomalies. This is similar to the study of O’Reilly et al (2016) that a quasi-511

stationary development of midlatitude jet is efficient for lower-tropospheric512

meridional eddy heat transport to amplify the European blocking. Utilization513

of the zonal momentum budget diagnostic, we further attribute the background514

zonal wind changes to the mean flow advection of anomalous zonal momen-515

tum. Through thermal budget analyses, we also show that local changes of516

lower-level temperature anomalies affecting the baroclinic eddy generation are517

dominantly attributed to the temperature advection by horizontal winds.518

Our LWA budget analysis comprehensively depicts the wave activity evolu-519

tion associated with cut-off lows, taking into account of the horizontal Rossby520

wave propagation, wave activity advection, local baroclinic eddy generation,521

as well as diabatic heating. This provides a framework to compare the relative522

importance of the individual process outlined by previous studies (Xie and523

Bueh, 2015; Lin and Bueh, 2021) in the cut-off low evolution. We highlight524

the important roles of regional eddy-mean flow interactions in the formation of525

cut-off lows and background flow in modulating the regional eddy-mean flow526

interactions. We also note that many other factors such as the water vapor527

transport, subtropical high over western Pacific, remote influence from trop-528

ical convection, and even the stratosphere-troposphere interaction (Liu et al,529

2013) may operate in the mechanisms for subseasonal variability of cut-off530

lows. These topics deserve further studies. A follow-up work is carried out to531

further delineate how the wave sources in the subpolar North Atlantic can532

generate low-frequency Rossby wave train by using a simplified model as in533

Chen et al (2022), which may help to improve the subseasonal prediction of534

the Northeastern Asian cut-off lows and extreme precipitation.535
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Abstract13

Cut-off lows are crucial extratropical circulation systems that can bring14

weather extremes over large areas, but the mechanism responsible for15

the life cycle of cut-off lows remains elusive. From a perspective of16

regional eddy-mean flow interaction, this study investigates the dynami-17

cal processes controlling the evolution of early-summer cut-off lows over18

Northeast Asia using the 6-hourly reanalysis data. Through the diagnos-19

tic of local wave activity (LWA) budget, we show that the cut-off low is20

initialized by a Rossby wave train originated from the subpolar North21

Atlantic, and then reinforced rapidly by zonal LWA flux convergence and22

local baroclinic eddy generation, and eventually decayed through energy23

dispersion by zonal wave activity advection.24

Furthermore, we show that the evolutions of the above dynamical pro-25

cesses are strongly modulated by the changes of background flow. In early26

summer, Northeast Asia is located at the eastern exit of the midlatitude27

jet to the north of the subtropical jet and exhibits a weak meridional gra-28

dient of potential vorticity, which favors frequent formation of cyclonic29

anomaly and energy accumulation. Prior to the onset of cut-off lows by30

several days, a Rossby wave train propagates along the Eurasian mid-31

latitude jet, which initializes a cyclonic anomaly over Northeast Asia.32

1
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With the aid of mean flow advection of anomalous zonal momentum,33

the zonal winds are then decelerated at the midlatitude jet exit and34

accelerated at the subtropical jet center. The former obstructs the wave35

packet proceeding downstream and the latter favors stronger baroclinic36

eddy generation below the subtropical jet. The two processes together37

maintain and strengthen the cyclonic anomaly in Northeast Asia rapidly.38

Keywords: cut-off lows, regional eddy-mean flow interaction,39

finite-amplitude wave activity, Northeast Asia40

1 Introduction41

Cut-off lows are enclosed cyclonic circulations equatorward of the deep troughs42

above cold surface anomalies (Palmen and Newton, 1969), which can often43

bring moderate to heavy rainfall (He et al, 2006; Wang et al, 2007; Hu et al,44

2011) and persistent cool weather (Gao et al, 2014; Xie and Bueh, 2015) over45

large areas. In particular, they are among the most important circulation sys-46

tems that are responsible for some of the most catastrophic flood (Zhao and47

Sun, 2007). Multiple studies have suggested that Northeast Asia is one of the48

most preferred regions for frequent occurrences of cut-off lows in the Northern49

Hemisphere (e.g., Nieto et al, 2005). The Northeast Asian cut-off lows are sta-50

tistically most common in early summer, particularly in May and June (Yang51

et al, 2021).52

Since cut-off lows over Northeast Asia have severe impacts on regional53

extremes, a lot of progress has been made to understand their large-scale cir-54

culation features and external forcings on seasonal and longer time scales. In55

mid-to-high latitudes, strong blocking highs over Ural mountain and Ochotsk56

sea are often observed in the upstream and downstream sides of cut-off lows57

(Hu et al, 2011). Meandering of prevailing westerly jet streams is also closely58

related to cut-off lows. A split-jet structure in the upstream is favorable for59

frequent occurrence of cut-off lows, and persistent cyclonic reversal of the East60

Asian jet can cause a cut-off low in a prolonged period. In subtropics, the61

western Pacific high is stronger when the cut-off low occurs (Xie and Bueh,62

2015). Given these understandings on circulation features, Wang et al (2018)63

further showed that the summertime cut-off lows are also driven by external64

thermal forcing, including the cold anomalies of offshore sea surface temper-65

ature, and cold anomalies of land surface temperature over west Asia in the66

preceding spring. Using an idealized linear baroclinic model, Lin and Bueh67

(2021) refreshes the understanding of the topic by emphasizing the important68

role of the diabatic heating in forcing the summertime East Asian low.69

On the subseasonal time scale, observational studies have shown that the70

summertime cut-off lows over Northeast Asia exhibit strong variability in71

strength. Lin and Bueh (2021) attributed the weaker intensity of the cut-off72

lows in August to the enhanced offset effect of radiative cooling. By analyzing73
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typical cases of cut-off lows, Lian et al (2010) showed that strong cut-off lows74

are often accompanied by persistent Ural blocking highs that are mainly main-75

tained through Rossby wave dispersion and transient eddy forcing. Using daily76

reanalysis data, Liu et al (2012) further showed that the low-frequency varia-77

tion of the cut-off low is associated with a convergence between the Eurasian78

(EU) teleconnection pattern and East Asian-Pacific (EAP) pattern. Xie and79

Bueh (2015) further classified cut-off lows into four typical types based on80

the location of ridges close to the cut-off low and investigated their different81

impacts on cold surface air temperatures. These understandings on the circula-82

tion features of the cut-off low variabilities indicate that low-frequency Rossby83

wave train, upstream blocking high as well as the local diabatic heating may84

play a role in the formation of Northeast Asian cut-off lows. However, the rel-85

ative contribution of these different processes in the evolution of cut-off lows86

remains not clearly quantified (Lian et al, 2016).87

Recent studies by Huang and Nakamura (2015) and Nakamura and Huang88

(2018) introduced a local finite amplitude wave activity (LWA) budget analy-89

sis, which proves to be very efficient in quantifying the local eddy-mean flow90

interaction in the analysis of blocking high evolution. In a recent development91

of the formalism, contributions of upstream wave train, local baroclinic eddy92

generation as well as diabatic heating can be explicitly diagnosed (Wang et al,93

2021). With a focus on the subseasonal time scale, this study will apply this94

newly developed LWA budget analysis to quantify the Rossby wave train, local95

transient eddy forcing, and diabatic heating in the life cycle of early-summer96

cut-off lows over Northeast Asia. We show that an initial Rossby wave train97

from the subpolar North Atlantic helps to form a cyclonic anomaly in North-98

east Asia. Then the cyclonic anomaly is amplified rapidly through both zonal99

LWA flux convergence from the upstream and local baroclinic eddy generation.100

We further argue that these dynamical processes are strongly modulated by101

the background zonal wind, meridional potential vorticity gradient and tem-102

perature gradient. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe103

the data and diagnostic methods. The dynamical evolution of cut-off lows is104

diagnosed through LWA budget in section 3. Modulation of background flow105

on the dynamical processes are discussed in section 4. Section 5 summarizes106

our results.107

2 Data and Methods108

2.1 Reanalysis data109

We use zonal wind, meridional wind, air temperature and geopotential height110

from the fifth generation of atmospheric reanalysis in European Centre for111

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ERA5 reanalysis) (Hersbach et al, 2020).112

The data analyzed are 6-hourly on the 1� ⇥ 1� longitude-latitude grids for the113

period of 1979-2020. The diabatic heating output at the same resolution from114

the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) dataset during 1979-2010 is115
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also employed to test the robustness of our results (Saha et al, 2014). Only the116

early-summer (May and June) fields are analyzed in this paper.117

2.2 Cut-off low detection via Local Wave Activity118

Commonly, blocking highs and cut-off lows are measured empirically by the119

wave amplitude (Screen and Simmonds, 2013), sinuosity (Cattiaux et al, 2016),120

or meridional reversal (Tibaldi and Molteni, 1990) of mid-tropospheric geopo-121

tential height, but the weather events detected by each method may vary122

considerably, as different methods highlight different features of blocking/cut-123

off events. In this study, the cut-off low is objectively diagnosed by a local wave124

activity (LWA) based on the geopotential height at 500 hPa (LWAZ500) as in125

Chen et al (2015), which has been widely used in multiple analyses of blocking126

and wave events (Martineau et al, 2017; Ghinassi et al, 2018; Chen et al, 2022).127

The LWAZ500 dynamically measures the waviness of the mid-tropospheric128

geopotential height contour and yields a daily two-dimensional (longitude-129

latitude) map. Specifically, the LWA of geopotential height at longitude λ and130

latitude φe is defined as:131

LWAZ500
(λ,φe) =

a

cosφ

Z

ze�0, φ�φe

ze(λ,φ)cosφdφ

| {z }

anticyclonic

�

a

cosφ

Z

ze0, φφe

ze(λ,φ)cosφdφ

| {z }

cyclonic

. (1)

132

Here φe is the equivalent latitude of the geopotential height contour at 500133

hPa. ze(λ,φ) = z(λ,φ)� Z500(φe) is an eddy term describing the deviation of134

the geopotential height contour from the eddy-free, zonally symmetric basic135

state. More details on the LWAZ500can be referred to Chen et al (2015).136

To analyze the time evolution of cut-off lows, we define a daily cut-off low137

index as the normalized time series of domain-averaged cyclonic component of138

LWAZ500
over Northeast Asia (35�N -55�N , 115�E-145�E). The key region is139

consistent with multiple previous studies on cold vortex over Northeast Asia140

(Hu et al, 2010, 2011; Xie and Bueh, 2015). The linear long-term trend of141

the index is removed here to eliminate its impact on subseasonal variability142

of cut-off lows. By construction, positive values of the index correspond to143

stronger-than-normal cut-off lows in Northeast Asia. The circulation and eddy144

characteristics associated with cut-off lows are investigated through lagged145

composites of these fields for the positive phase of cut-off low index (larger146

than its time mean by one standard deviation). Fig. 1 shows the composite147

maps of Z500 and LWAZ500 anomalies at the peak dates of strong cut-off lows.148

The total Z500 (black contours) shows a strong trough in Northeast Asia, with149

an enclosed contour in the trough center (Fig. 1a), demonstrating that the cut-150

off low index based on LWAZ500
can well capture the typical characteristics151

of cut-off lows. The Z500 anomalies (shading) exhibit strong negative values in152

the trough center and relatively weak positive values to the northwest of the153

trough. The LWAZ500 in Fig. 1b shows strong positive anomalies over North-154

east Asia, suggesting that the cut-off low is often accompanied with a strong155

wave activity anomaly. The lower panel of Fig. 1 shows the composite maps of156
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Fig. 1 Composite maps of the (a) total Z500 (black contours with interval of 50 m ) and
Z500 anomaly (shading, unit: m), (b) LWAZ500 anomaly (108m2), (c) q250 anomaly (day�1)
and (d) LWAq250 anomaly (ms�1) for strong cut-off lows at lag 0 day over Northeast Asia
in early summer. The black box in (b) denotes the key region of the Northeast Asian cut-off
lows (115�E-145�E, 35�N -55�N). Values that are significant at the 95% confidence level
are highlighted with black dots.

q250 and LWAq250 anomalies at peak days. Both composite maps of q250 and157

LWAq250 display strong positive anomalies in the cut-off low region, which is158

consistent with the strong positive anomalies of LWAZ500 shown in Fig.1b.159

The q250 and LWAq250 also display negative anomalies in the southeastern160

area, which is due to the vertical structure of midlatitude waves. Since many161

previous studies on blockings and cut-off lows are based on the waviness or162

meridional reversal of Z500, we choose to use the LWAZ500 to define the cut-off163

low index to be consistent with those works. Note that the results in this study164

are not sensitive to the choice of domain and index definition method (Fig. S1),165

although the intensity of Z500 anomalies is stronger because we select those166

cut-off lows stronger than one standard deviation of the LWAZ500 index.167

2.3 Local Wave Activity budget168

To analyze the dynamical processes responsible for the evolution of cut-off lows,169

we have also employed the LWA budget developed by Huang and Nakamura170

(2015) and Wang et al (2021) based on the potential vorticity at 250 hPa171

(LWAq250). The 250-hPa LWA is used here because primary contributions to172

the column LWA come from the upper troposphere (Huang and Nakamura,173

2015, 2017) and the horizontal wave propagation is strongest in the upper174

troposphere.175
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The quasi-geostrophic PV is computed as q = f + ζ + f ∂
∂p

h

θ�θ0
∂θ0/∂p

i

, where176

f and ζ denote the planetary vorticity and relative vorticity repectively. θ0177

is the hemispherical average of potential temperature θ at a pressure level.178

Specifically, for the PV contour, the LWAq250 is defined as179

LWAq250
(λ,φe) =

a

cosφ
[

Z

qe�0, φ�φe

qe(λ,φ)cosφdφ �

Z

qe0, φφe

qe(λ,φ)cosφdφ], (2)

where φe is the equivalent latitude of q250. qe(λ,φ) = q(λ,φ) � q250(φe),180

denoting the departure from Lagrangian-mean eddy-free reference state of PV.181

The LWA budget at a single level is formulated as follows:182
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!
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0
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0

| {z }

Diabatic heating

+Res
| {z }

Residual

,

(3)

183

where A represents the local wave activity for simplicity. The physical184

meaning of each term on the right-hand side of the equation is elaborated as185

follows.186

• The zonal LWA flux convergence is the sum of the zonal advection of LWA by187

background reference flow uREF , eddy LWA flux convergence due to zonal188

Stokes drift and the zonal eddy momentum flux convergence. The sum of189

LWA advection by uREF and zonal eddy momentum flux convergence are190

approximately proportional to the group propagation of the Rossby waves191

in the reference state, and the zonal Stokes drift term represents nonlinear192

modification of the flux by large-amplitude waves. For the perturbation with193

small amplitude, the advection of LWA by reference state is dominant. For194

the perturbation with finite amplitude, the eddy LWA flux by zonal Stokes195

drift prevails over the other two terms, leading up to the “traffic jam effect”196

for blocking in Nakamura and Huang (2018). Basically, the zonal LWA flux197

convergence manifests the contribution from the horizontal wave train and198

horizontal advection of wave activity.199

• The meridional eddy momentum flux divergence manifests the contribution200

due to the meridional redistribution of momentum by waves.201

• The meridional eddy heat flux difference represents the baroclinic eddy202

generation from lower levels and the vertical propagation of the eddy activ-203

ity. It is often associated with local transient eddy feedback resultant from204

baroclinic eddy generation.205

• The last two terms denote the contribution from diabatic heating and resid-206

ual term including wave dissipation due to irreversible PV mixing from wave207

breaking, ageostrophic components and possible errors of budget.208
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In summary, Eq. (3) provides a feasible diagnostic framework to quantify209

the role of Rossby wave train, wave activity advection, local baroclinic eddy210

generation and diabatic heating in determining the dynamical evolution of cut-211

off lows. The detailed derivation of each budget term and physical meaning212

can be referred to Huang and Nakamura (2017) and Wang et al (2021).213

2.4 Diagnostics of horizontal wave propagation214

To investigate the wave propagation associated with the cut-off low evolution,215

we also diagnose the horizontal component of the wave activity flux derived216

by Takaya and Nakamura (2001, hereafter TN01):217

W =
pcosφ

2|U |

8

>

>

<

>

>
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;

, (4)

where Ψ0 denotes the transient geostrophic stream function which is calculated218

as the deviation of the stream function from the daily climatology, U and V are219

the climatological background flow. The wave activity flux can quantify the220

propagation of transient eddies in accordance with the background flow, with221

its direction parallel to the local group velocity of Rossby waves. Alternatively,222

we can identify the variations of source/sink of wave packet and the wave223

energy propagation relative to/in accordance with the mean flow associated224

with the cut-off lows.225

2.5 Zonal momentum budget226

To quantify contributions of different dynamical processes to the change of227

zonal wind associated with cut-off lows, we employ the zonal momentum228

budget (Eq. (2.24) in Holton (2004)):229

∂u

∂t
= fva � (V ·r)u, (5)

where ∂u
∂t denotes the zonal wind tendency, va is the ageostrophic compo-230

nent of the meridional wind, and V is the wind vector. The physical meaning231

of each term on the right side is elaborated as follows: the ageostrophic accel-232

eration associated with meridional overturning circulation and advection by233

the horizontal flow. In our study, the composite mean of each term in Eq. (5)234

over the cut-off low period is investigated to reveal roles of distinct processes235

in determining the evolution of zonal wind accompanied with cut-off lows. The236

total advection term in Eq. (5) can be further decomposed to three components237

�(V ·r)u = �(V ·r)u0 � (V 0
·r)u� (V 0

·r)u0, where overbar denotes the238

daily climatology and prime denotes the anomalous field relative to the daily239

climatology. Therefore, the total advection term can be attributed to advec-240

tion of anomalous momentum by mean flow, advection of mean momentum by241

anomalous flow and advection of anomalous momentum by anomalous flow.242
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2.6 Thermal budget243

To help understand the local temperature evolution associated with the244

cut-off low, we also apply the thermal budget analysis. Specifically, the rate245

of temperature change at a given point in the atmosphere is governed by the246

thermodynamic equation, which we present below:247

∂T

∂t
= �V ·rT + ω(κ

T

p
�

∂T

∂p
) +

Q

cp
, (6)

where T is the temperature, V is the horizontal wind vector, ω is the248

vertical velocity in pressure coordinates, cp is the specific heat capacity of air249

at constant pressure, Rd is the gas constant for dry air, κ = Rd/cp, and Q is the250

diabatic heating. By Eq. (6), the local change of temperature is the sum of the251

horizontal advection of temperature, changes in temperature due to adiabatic252

expansion or compression due to vertical motion, and diabatic processes.253

3 Dynamical evolution of cut-off lows254

Figure 2 examines the evolution of anomalous 250-hPa circulation and wave255

propagation properties associated with the cut-off low evolution. The left col-256

umn of Fig. 2 shows the lagged composites of anomalous Z250 and TN01 wave257

activity flux against the cut-off low index. Preceding the onset of cut-off lows258

by 3 to 6 days (Fig. 2a), the Z250 displays alternating positive and negative259

anomalies from high-latitude North Atlantic to Northeast Asia. It is character-260

ized with a cyclonic anomaly in the subpolar North Atlantic, an anticyclonic261

anomaly in the Ural region and a cyclonic anomaly in the Northeast Asia. The262

anomalous wave activity flux shows a Rossby wave packet originating from the263

subpolar North Atlantic and propagating downstream toward the Northeast264

Asia with a curved path, suggesting an important role of Rossby wave train265

in the initial formation of a cyclonic low.266

Then at lags -2 to -1 days, the Z250 exhibits much stronger negative anoma-267

lies in the trough center and positive anomalies to the northwest of the trough268

(Fig. 2b), suggesting a rapid growth of the preexisting cyclonic low. The269

anomalous wave activity flux displays a weaker horizontal wave propagation in270

the Eurasian continent, suggesting the incoming Rossby wave packet from the271

remote North Atlantic diminishes at this stage. Instead, significant eastward272

wave packets are found around the trough center.273

Following the onset of cut-off lows by 0 to 4 days (Fig. 2c), the strong neg-274

ative Z250 anomalies in the trough center are weakened gradually and move275

downstream. Stronger wave train emanates from the cut-off low region to the276

North Pacific, which may disperse the eddy energy within the cut-off low277

region. The role of planetary wave activity flux in the cut-off low life cycle is278

similar to the blocking evolution in Nakamura (1994) that the local absorp-279

tion of the wave activity and its reemission, in association with temporary280
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Fig. 2 (left) Lagged composites of the anomalous Z250 (shading in m) and correspond-
ing wave activity flux of TN01 (arrows, unit: m2s�1) for strong cut-off lows over Northeast
Asia in early summer. Here only the significant fluxes at the 70% confidence level are plot-
ted. (right) as in (left) but for the LWAq250 anomaly (shading in ms�1). Values that are
significant at the 95% confidence level using a two-tailed t test are highlighted with black
dots.

“obstruction of Rossby wave propagation”, contribute to the formation and281

the following decay of the blocking.282

The right column of Fig. 2 further displays the evolution of LWAq250 for283

comparison. At lags -6 to -3 days, as shown in Fig. 2d, the LWA shows positive284

anomalies in the Ural region and negative anomalies in the subpolar North285

Atlantic and Northeast Asia, consistent with the geopotential height anomalies286

shown in Fig. 2a. At lags -2 to -1 days, the local wave activity shows strong287

positive anomalies over a broader area from the Ural to the Northeast Asia288

(60�E-130�E, 40�N-60�N), suggesting strong local wave activity anomalies in289
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 (a)                               LWAq250                                               (b)                                  dA/dt                                                                                                   

 (c)                 zonal LWA flux conv.                                     (d)              eddy momentum flux div.                                                                                 

 (e)              eddy heat flux diff.                                           (f )                         diabatic heating                                                                                               

 (g)                               residual  

Fig. 3 Time-latitude Hovmöller plot of the 115�E-145�E zonally averaged LWAq250

anomaly and its budget (Eq. (3)) for positive phase of cut-off low index. (a) LWAq250cosφ

(unit: ms�1), (b) wave activity net tendency, (c) zonal LWA flux convergence, (d) merid-
ional eddy momentum flux divergence, (e) meridional eddy heat flux difference, (f) diabatic
heating and (g) residual. The unit of (b)-(g) is ms�1day�1.

both the cut-off low region and its upstream (Fig. 2e). At lags 0 to 4 days, the290

positive anomalies of LWA move downstream toward the North Pacific (Fig.291

2f).292

To explicitly understand the evolution of local wave activity, we diagnose293

the time sequence of the LWA budget at 250 hPa associated with cut-off294

lows. Figure 3 displays composites of the 115�E-145�E zonally averaged LWA295

anomaly and its budget as a function of time from lags -6 to +6 days. The296

LWA shows significant positive anomalies between 40�N and 60�N from lags297
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 (a)                               dA/dt                                                   (b)                     zonal LWA flux conv.                                                                                               

 (c)             eddy momentum flux div.                              (d)                     eddy heat flux diff.                                                                                                

 (e)                     diabatic heating                                         (f )                                 residual                                                                                                                       

Fig. 4 Lagged composites of wave activity budget terms at lags -6 to -3 days. (a) wave
activity net tendency, (b) zonal LWA flux convergence, (c) meridional eddy momentum flux
divergence, (d) meridional eddy heat flux difference, (e) diabatic heating and (f) residual.
The unit of (a)-(f) is ms�1day�1. Values that are significant at the 95% confidence level
using a two-tailed t test are highlighted with black dots.

-3 to +5 days and exhibits slightly southward movement (Fig. 3a). The LWA298

anomaly is already positive before the onset of cut-off lows, suggesting that299

there is already a cyclone in the cut-off low region before the onset. To explain300

the positive LWA anomaly, we diagnose the evolution of each component of301

LWA budget in Eq. (3). As shown in Fig. 3b, the LWA shows positive tendency302

at short negative lags and negative tendency at positive lags. Decomposition303

of LWA tendency shows that the positive LWA tendency at negative lags is304

mostly contributed by the zonal LWA flux convergence (Fig. 3c) and the eddy305

heat flux differential (Fig. 3e), suggesting the importance of zonal advection306

of LWA and local baroclinic eddy generation in the formation of cut-off lows.307

The decay of LWA at positive lags is dominantly due to the changes of zonal308

LWA flux convergence.309

Based on the above diagnosis, we divide the life cycle of Northeast Asian310

cut-off lows into three stages: initial formation (lags -6 to -3 days), rapid ampli-311

fication (lags -2 to -1 days) and decay stages (lags 0 to 4 days). We next312

diagnose the LWA budget at each stage to further understand the mecha-313

nism responsible for the cut-off low evolution. Figures 4-6 display the lagged314

composites of each budget term (Eq. (3)) during these three stages. At lags315
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 (a)                               dA/dt                                                   (b)                     zonal LWA flux conv.                                                                                               

 (c)             eddy momentum flux div.                              (d)                     eddy heat flux diff.                                                                                                

 (e)                     diabatic heating                                         (f )                                 residual                                                                                                                       

Fig. 5 As in Fig. 4 but for averaged composites at lags -2 to -1 days.

-6 to -3 days (Fig. 4), the LWA tendency shows minor changes. There is a316

counteract effect between the zonal LWA flux convergence anomalies (Fig. 4b)317

and the eddy heat flux differential anomalies (Fig. 4d) along the high-latitude318

wave train path shown in Fig. 2a, indicating a baroclinic signature of the319

Rossby wave train. This wave train helps feed the large zonal LWA flux in the320

amplification stage that will be discussed shortly.321

At lags -2 to -1 days (Fig. 5), the LWA tendency shows significantly pos-322

itive anomalies in the cut-off low region, suggesting rapid enhancement of323

wave activity there. Decomposition of LWA tendency shows that such posi-324

tive anomalies mostly result from the large zonal LWA flux convergence (Fig.325

5b) and the eddy heat flux differential (Fig. 5d), with the former mainly326

contributing to the east of 120�E and the latter contributing to the west of327

120�E. Further decomposition of zonal LWA flux convergence shows that the328

LWA advection by reference flow plays a dominant role at this stage, and the329

zonal Stokes shift term acts to modulate the zonal LWA flux capacity and330

help amplify the cyclonic low (Figs. S2 and S3), which is consistent with the331

results of Nakamura and Huang (2018). This suggests that both the zonal332

advection of LWA flux from upstream and local eddy generation play impor-333

tant roles in amplifying the positive LWA anomalies in the cut-off low region.334

Therefore, both barotropic and baroclinic processes are indispensable for the335

cut-off low development. We also note that the meridional eddy momentum336
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 (a)                               dA/dt                                                   (b)                     zonal LWA flux conv.                                                                                               

 (c)             eddy momentum flux div.                              (d)                     eddy heat flux diff.                                                                                                

 (e)                     diabatic heating                                         (f )                                 residual                                                                                                                       

Fig. 6 As in Fig. 4 but for averaged composites at lags 0 to 4 days.

flux divergence and residual term may play a secondary role to the positive337

LWA anomalies west of 120�E.338

At lags 0 to 4 days (Fig. 6), the local tendency of LWA shows negative339

anomalies in the cut-off low region, suggesting a decay of the cut-off low.340

Through the LWA budget diagnosis, we find that the decay of LWA is mainly341

attributed to the zonally LWA flux convergence (Fig. 6b), although the decay342

rate is slightly slowed down by the local baroclinic eddy generation (Fig. 6d)343

and meridional eddy momentum flux divergence (Fig. 6c).344

4 Modulation of background flow on the wave345

propagation and eddy generation346

4.1 Climatology of background flow347

To further understand the behaviors of wave propagation, energy accumulation348

and dispersion in different stages of cut-off low evolution, we next examine the349

background circulation associated with cut-off lows because those wave prop-350

erties are often organized by the background flow (Hoskins and Karoly, 1981;351

Seager et al, 2003; Barnes and Hartmann, 2011). Figure 7 reviews key aspects352

of the climatological mean circulation fields over the Northeast Asia during the353

early-summer months of May and June. As Rossby wave propagation requires354

wave phase speed less than background zonal wind, and westerly jet could act355
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 (a)                        climatology of U250 &  LWAq250                                                                                                                                                                                              

  (b)                            climatology of dq/dy at 250 hPa                                                                                                                                                                   

(c)                      climatology of -dT/dy at 850 hPa  

Fig. 7 Climatology of (a) zonal wind at 250 hPa (shading, ms�1) and LWAq250 (blue
contour, starting from 100 ms�1 with a contour invertal of 10 ms�1), (b) meridional PV
gradient (dq/dy) at 250 hPa (day�1), and (c) meridional temperature gradient (-dT/dy)
at 850 hPa (K(1000km)�1). The black boxes denote the key region of cut-off lows (115�E-
145�E, 35�N -55�N).

as a wave guide (Seager et al, 2003; Nakamura and Huang, 2018), we first356

examine the zonal wind climatology in Fig. 7a. The climatological zonal wind357

at 250 hPa (shading) displays a clear split-jet structure over Eurasian conti-358

nent, with a midlatitude jet centered at 60�N extending from North Europe359

to Northeast Asia and a subtropical jet extending from North Africa to North360

Pacific. The Northeast Asia is exactly at the midlatitude jet exit to the north361

of the subtropical jet (black box in Fig. 7a), which is favorable for the forma-362

tion of a cyclonic wind anomaly. The zonal wind diffluence at the midlatitude363

jet exit also helps keep the zonal LWA flux capacity small and thus is easier364

for the zonal LWA flux to reach its maximum (Nakamura and Huang, 2018).365

Indeed, the climatological large LWA (blue contour) is found exactly at the exit366

region of the midlatitude jet (blue contour in Fig. 7a). The spatial configura-367

tions of climatological midlatitude jet and subtropical jet may also help explain368

that the Northeast Asian cut-off lows are more common in early summer than369

in mid summer (June and August). During mid summer, the midlatitude jet370

in the western Eurasian almost disappears, and the subtropical jet over East371

Asia is weaker and moves westward, which is not in favor of frequent formation372

of cyclonic anomalies and cut-off lows in Northeast Asia (Fig. S4). It is also373

important to note that, the summer monsoon begins to affect the Northeast374

Asia during mid summer, and thus may play a role in affecting cut-off lows375

during mid summer.376

As suggested by Luo et al (2018, 2019), the wave propagation and energy377

dispersion are strongly dependent on the background meridional gradient of378
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               U at 250 hPa                                                                                              dq/dy at 250 hPa                                                                                             -dT/dy at 850 hPa

   Lags

-6 to -3   
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-2 to -1   

   Lags

  0 to 4

 (c)                                                                                                                                          (f )                                                                                                                               (i)

 (b)                                                                                                                                          (e)                                                                                                                              (h)

 (a)                                                                                                                                          (d)                                                                                                                               (g)

Fig. 8 Lagged composite maps of (left) the 250-hPa zonal wind (contour with interval of
5 ms�1 starting from 5 ms�1) and zonal wind anomaly (shading, ms�1), wave activity
flux anomaly of TN01 (arrows), (middle) the 250-hPa meridional PV gradient (contour
with interval of 4 day�1(1000km)�1 starting from 8 day�1(1000km)�1) and its anomaly
(shading, day�1(1000km)�1), and (right) the meridional temperature gradient (-dT/dy)
anomaly at 850 hPa (K(1000km)�1). Values that are significant at the 95% confidence level
are highlighted with black dots.

potential vorticity. As shown in Fig. 7b, the climatological PV gradient dis-379

play two clear zonally-oriented branches, with one located in the high latitude380

around 60�N and the other located in subtropics extending from North Africa381

to North Pacific. The Northeast Asia is located between the two branches,382

exhibiting a PV gradient minimum, and thus is not in favor for horizontal383

wave propagation toward downstream. Based on the linear baroclinic insta-384

bility theory, the baroclinic eddy generation relies on the lower-tropospheric385

baroclinicity. Figure 7c shows the climatology of 850-hPa meridional tempera-386

ture gradient (-dT/dy). The Northeast Asia is in a weak temperature-gradient387

spot between the two branches of large temperature gradient in the high lati-388

tude and subtropics, and thus the local eddy growth is relatively weak. When389

the wave packets in the Eurasian continent pass through Northeast Asia,390

the locally weak PV gradient and weak low-level baroclinicity there will pro-391

hibit the wave packets proceeding downstream and thus assist in local energy392

accumulation. To conclude, the climatological geostrophic distribution of the393

jets, PV gradient and baroclinicity are in favor of the formation of cyclonic394

circulation and local energy accumulation in Northeast Asia.395

4.2 Evolution of background flow associated with cut-off396

lows397

The time evolution of background circulation anomalies associated with cut-398

off lows is then explicitly examined in Fig. 8. The left column of Fig. 8 displays399
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the lagged composites of zonal wind and the TN01 wave activity flux anoma-400

lies. At lags -6 to -3 days (Fig. 8a), the zonal wind displays a split-jet structure401

in the Eurasian continent, with a midlatitude jet located northward of 60�N in402

western Eurasia and a subtropical jet located southward of 40�N from North403

Africa to North Pacific (similar to the climatological jet structure in Fig. 7a).404

The Rossby waves propagate eastward along the midlatitude jet over western405

Eurasia and then along the subtropical jet over East Asia (arrows). At lags406

-2 to -1 days (Fig. 8b), the zonal winds are decelerated at the exit of midlat-407

itude jet (50�N -60�N , 110�E-130�E) and accelerated in the subtropical jet408

core. Accompanied by the decrease of the zonal wind speed at the midlatitude409

jet exit, the midlatitude jet becomes more slow-moving and approximately410

stationary, which prevents the upstream wave packet proceeding downstream411

and thus favor more local energy accumulation in the Northeast Asia. Mean-412

while, a newly developed Rossby wave packet propagates from the northern413

edge of the subtropical jet (40�N -50�N , 120�E) to the western North Pacific414

(arrows). Such horizontal wave propagation further decelerates the zonal wind415

on the northward flank of subtropical jet but accelerates the zonal wind at the416

subtropical jet core, favoring further development of the preexisting cyclonic417

anomaly in the Northeast Asia and thus can be considered as a positive feed-418

back to the mean flow. At lags 0 to 4 days, as shown Fig. 8c, the area of419

decelerated zonal wind to the north of the subtropical jet expands eastward,420

and thus the associated Rossby wave propagation also expands more eastward421

and diverts in the eastern Pacific.422

The middle column of Fig. 8 displays the lagged composites of total field423

and anomalies of 250-hPa PV gradient. The total PV gradient contours show424

two zonal branches in all stages as that of climatology. The most significant425

changes of PV gradient anomalies are found from lags -2 to +4 days when a426

clear north-south dipole centering at 50�N appears (Figs. 8e-f). The northern427

lobe shows a strong reduction of PV gradient, inhibiting waves propagating428

eastward and favoring energy accumulation. The southern lobe exhibits strong429

increase of the PV gradient, which coincides with the climatological PV gra-430

dient center in subtropics, and thus favoring more wave propagating toward431

the North Pacific.432

The lagged composites of meridional temperature gradient at 850 hPa are433

shown in the right column of Fig. 8. Significant changes of lower-tropospheric434

baroclinicity emerge from lags -2 to -1 days (Fig. 8h), manifesting as an435

increased baroclinicity in the south and a decreased baroclinicity in the north,436

which is consistent with the dipolar spatial pattern of the zonal wind and PV437

gradient changes. Positive anomalies of temperature gradient in the southern438

lobe is favorable for more eddy generation, and thus helps explain the positive439

eddy heat flux differential anomalies there in Fig. 5d. These results demon-440

strate that in addition to the zonal advection and propagation of wave activity441

from the upstream side, the local baroclinic eddy generation due to changes442

in background temperature gradient also plays a role in the amplification of443

cut-off lows.444
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 (a)                                                 ageostrophic                                                              

 (b)                                                 advection                                                                    

 (c)                                   ageostrophic + advection                                                   

Fig. 9 2-day averaged composites of the zonal momentum budget (Eq. (5) at 250 hPa, with
unit of ms�1day�1) at lags -2 to -1 days. Shown maps are (a) ageostrophic acceleration, (b)
horizontal advection, and (c) summation of ageostrophic acceleration and advection. Values
that are significant at the 95% confidence level are highlighted with black dots.

Based on the above diagnostic analyses, we propose a dynamical mecha-445

nism for the formation of Northeast Asian cut-off lows. A Rossby wave packet446

originating from the subpolar North Atlantic propagates along the Eurasian447

midlatitude jet, which initializes the formation of a cyclonic anomaly over the448

Northeast Asia. Then the zonal winds are decelerated at the exit of midlati-449

tude jet and accelerated in the East Asian subtropical jet core. Such changes450

of background flow favor more energy accumulation through the zonal advec-451

tive flux of wave activity from the upstream side and more baroclinic eddy452

generation below the subtropical jet. These two processes work together to let453

the preexisting cyclonic anomaly growing rapidly over the Northeast Asia.454

4.3 Possible reason for background flow changes455

Since the changes of background zonal wind can modulate the wave propaga-456

tion and eddy generation which are important for the cut-off low amplification,457

we next explore the causes for the wind anomalies. Similar to the method in458

Chan et al (2020), we quantify the relative contributions of different dynamical459

processes (i.e., ageostrophic acceleration and zonal flow advection) by diag-460

nosing the zonal momentum budget in Eq. (5). Figure 9 shows the composites461

of each component in the zonal momentum budget at lags -2 to -1 days. The462

first-order balance is between the ageostrophic acceleration (Fig. 9a) and the463

zonal flow advection (Fig. 9b). Comparison between Fig. 9 and Fig. 8b shows464
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 (a)                 mean flow advection of anomalous momentum        

 (b)            anomalous flow advection of mean momentum          

   (c)         anomalous flow advection of anomalous momentum

Fig. 10 As in Fig. 9 but for the momentum advection budget. Shown maps are the com-
posites of (a) mean flow advection of anomalous momentum, (b) anomalous flow advection
of mean momentum and (c) anomalous flow advection of anomalous momentum.

that the advection term makes the dominant contribution to the zonal wind465

anomaly during the amplification stage of the cut-off lows.466

The importance of the advection term is further understood by decompos-467

ing it into three components: mean flow advection of anomalous momentum,468

anomalous flow advection of mean momentum and anomalous flow advection469

of anomalous momentum. Figure 10 shows the composites of these compo-470

nents at lags -2 to -1 days. Comparison between Fig. 10 and Fig. 9b illustrates471

that the advection is mainly attributed to the anomalous zonal momentum472

advected by the mean flow. And the mean zonal flow advection dominates473

over the mean meridional flow advection (results not shown). To conclude,474

the background zonal wind changes is predominantly driven by the mean flow475

advection of anomalous zonal momentum.476

We next explore the reason for the changes of background temperature477

gradient, as it also plays a role in amplifying cut-off lows through baroclinic478

eddy generation (Fig. 8h). Figure 11 shows the 2-day averaged composite maps479

of the anomalous 850-hPa temperature budget (Eq. (6)) before the peak days of480

the cut-off low index. Comparison between Fig. 11a and Figs. 11b-d illustrates481

that changes of lower-tropospheric temperature are mainly contributed by the482

horizontal temperature advection (Fig. 11b). The adiabatic term helps to bring483

cold anomaly to the coastal East Asia (Fig. 11c). The diabatic heating plays484

a damping role (Figs. 11d and e). Similar to the zonal wind change, the total485

horizontal advection of temperature is mainly determined by the mean flow486
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(a)                 temperature tendency                                (b)                horizontal advection                   

(c)                          adiabatic term                                         (d)                           residual term                   

(e)             diabatic heating (CFSR)           

Fig. 11 2-day averaged composite maps of the temperature budget anomaly before the peak
of cut-off low index. (a) temperature tendency, (b) horizontal advection of temperature, (c)
adiabatic term due to vertical motion, (d) residual term of the thermodynamical equation
and (e) diabatic heating output from CFSR dataset. The unit of (a)-(e) is Kday�1. Values
that are significant at the 95% confidence level are highlighted with black dots.

advection on anomalous temperature (figures not shown). Therefore, through487

the above analyses, we conclude that both the background zonal wind and488

temperature are evolved mainly through the horizontal advection of anomalous489

fields by mean flow.490

5 Conclusions and Discussions491

In Northeast Asia, strong precipitation and persistent cool weather are strongly492

affected by cut-off lows during early summer. Despite the severe weather493

impact of cut-off lows, the mechanism responsible for their life cycles has less494

been explored. This study proposes a dynamical mechanism for the early-495

summer cut-off low evolution through the local finite-amplitude wave activity496

budget analysis. As summarized in Fig. 12, a Rossby wave train from the sub-497

polar North Atlantic initializes a cyclonic anomaly in Northeast Asia. Then498
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(b)               stage II: rapid amplification                     

  (c)                                stage III: decay

(a)                  stage I:  initial formation                                  

Fig. 12 A schematic diagram illustrating the dynamical mechanism for the evolution of
early-summer cut-off lows over Northeast Asia. (a) stage I: initial formation of cyclonic
anomaly triggered by Rossby wave propagation along the Eurasian midlatitude jet. (b) stage
II: the background zonal winds are decelerated at the midlatitude jet exit and accelerated at
the subtropical jet center, which favors more zonal LWA flux advection from the upstream
and more eddy generations below the subtropical jet. The two processes work together to
reinforce the preexisting cyclonic anomaly rapidly. (c) stage III: horizontal propagation and
advection of wave activity from the cut-off low region to the North Pacific disperse the
energy and decay the cut-off lows. The thick green lines denote the midlatitude jet and
the subtropical jet. The dashed contours denote the Z250 anomalies and the gray squiggles
denote anomalous horizontal wave propagation. The bold orange arrow indicates the zonal
LWA flux and the vertical arrows denote the vertical eddy propagation.

the zonal LWA flux convergence and local baroclinic eddy generation act to499

amplify the cyclonic anomaly rapidly, forming a cut-off low. The cut-off low500

is eventually decayed through the energy disperse by the zonal LWA flux501

convergence.502

Furthermore, we argue that changes of background flow play an important503

role in modulating such wave propagation and eddy generation. Preceding the504

cut-off low onset by 3 to 6 days, the wave train propagates along the mid-505

latitude jet in western Eurasia and subtropical jet in East Asia. Then the506
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zonal wind is decelerated at the exit of midlatitude jet and accelerated in the507

subtropical jet core. Such changes of zonal wind prevent the incoming midlati-508

tude wave packet proceeding downstream but favor more local eddy generation509

below the subtropical jet, and thus act to reinforce the preexisting cyclonic510

anomalies. This is similar to the study of O’Reilly et al (2016) that a quasi-511

stationary development of midlatitude jet is efficient for lower-tropospheric512

meridional eddy heat transport to amplify the European blocking. Utilization513

of the zonal momentum budget diagnostic, we further attribute the background514

zonal wind changes to the mean flow advection of anomalous zonal momen-515

tum. Through thermal budget analyses, we also show that local changes of516

lower-level temperature anomalies affecting the baroclinic eddy generation are517

dominantly attributed to the temperature advection by horizontal winds.518

Our LWA budget analysis comprehensively depicts the wave activity evolu-519

tion associated with cut-off lows, taking into account of the horizontal Rossby520

wave propagation, wave activity advection, local baroclinic eddy generation,521

as well as diabatic heating. This provides a framework to compare the relative522

importance of the individual process outlined by previous studies (Xie and523

Bueh, 2015; Lin and Bueh, 2021) in the cut-off low evolution. We highlight524

the important roles of regional eddy-mean flow interactions in the formation of525

cut-off lows and background flow in modulating the regional eddy-mean flow526

interactions. We also note that many other factors such as the water vapor527

transport, subtropical high over western Pacific, remote influence from trop-528

ical convection, and even the stratosphere-troposphere interaction (Liu et al,529

2013) may operate in the mechanisms for subseasonal variability of cut-off530

lows. These topics deserve further studies. A follow-up work is carried out to531

further delineate how the wave sources in the subpolar North Atlantic can532

generate low-frequency Rossby wave train by using a simplified model as in533

Chen et al (2022), which may help to improve the subseasonal prediction of534

the Northeastern Asian cut-off lows and extreme precipitation.535
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